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Corrigendum 
Volume 40, Number 2 (1981), in the article “Comparison Principles for 
Reaction-Diffusion Systems: Irregular Comparison Functions and 
Applications to Questions of Stability and Speed of Propagation of Distur- 
bances,” by Paul C. Fife and Min Ming Tang, pp. 168-185. 
There are errors in this paper associated with the possibility that the 
spatial domain can be unbounded. These difficulties, as we shall show, may 
be handled by assuming the solution and comparison functions are all 
uniformly continuous, and the boundary of the domain to be uniformly 
smooth. In the case of the solutions, such uniformity often follows from 
boundedness, but we do not always assume the latter. There is also a 
technical error in the proof of Theorem 5. 
Comparison theorems for unbounded domains with regular comparison 
functions have been recently proved by Terman (2). His method is different 
from ours, and apart from the regularity of the functions, he assumes slightly 
more uniformity and boundedness than do we. We thank A. Kallen for 
pointing out some errors discussed here. 
The detailed corrections are as follows. 
Revision of DeJinition 4 
The neighborhoods qp are all balls with fixed positive radius. 
Revision of Theorems 1-4 and Corollaries l-3 
In addition to the assumptions given, assume that u, U, zi. and the 
associated local functions go’, Uck) all have a common uniform modulus of 
continuity. In the case of Theorem 4, this applies to the function L’. Also 
assume that an is uniformly C,-smooth, i.e., the local representations of 30 
involve functions with second derivatives bounded independently of the 
patch. 
Theorems 2-4 and the corollaries follow from Theorem 1 and from one 
another in much the same way as was indicated in their original proofs. We 
shall therefore only indicate the revision of the proof of the first theorem. 
Proof of Revised Theorem 1 
Only the first assertion of the theorem needs a new proof. We use the 
same notation as in the original proof on p. 176: in particular, the same 
definitions of L, r,, andf. =fi(Ui, ui). The proof is only for the case T = Tz. 
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For some E > 0, let v = ~2 - c + F( 1 + 8Lt). Suppose that v(x, t) < 0 for 
some (x, t) in LY(0, ri). Then we let 
t’ = inf[t E (0, t,): vi(x, t) < 0 for some i and some x E 01. 
Since v(x, 0) > E and 2) is uniformly continuous in t (revised assumption), 
it follows that t’ > 0. There exist sequences x,, t, 1 t’, and i, such that 
vi,(xn, t,) < O, uj --f 0. If, for some n, it happens that ui,(xnr t,) < 0, then we 
decrease t,, keeprng x, fixed, to such a value that this quantity is equal to 0. 
It may therefore be assumed that 
Ui,(Xn, t,) = 0. (1) 
The indexes i, may also be chosen so that vk > 0 for all k # i,. Again by the 
uniform continuity of u, it follows that for all X, 
tl(x, t,) > -u,, (2) 
where u,, > 0 and u,, + 0 as n + co. By possibly taking a subsequence, we 
may always assume that all i,‘s are the same, say i, = 1. If (x,,) has a 
bounded subsequence, then a further subsequence exists which converges to a 
point x, E n; in this case, the original proof or a simplification of the 
following proof holds. If not, x,, --f co ; we consider the latter case now. 
For some p > 0 and some index n to be selected later, we define the cylin- 
drical domain 
R = (Ix - x,( < p}“(t, - p’, t,). 
It will always be assumed that p < 1 is small enough such that R lies in the 
neighborhood qcx,, ,,) = q, used in the definitions of u and U. (Its size is 
independent of n, by the revised Definition 4.) For now, it will be assumed 
that R does not intersect the boundary aQ of the basic domain. 
We let k, and j, be such that the point (x,,, t,), uikn) = &, and z7(Ijt1’ = ~7,. 
We then define 
g’ = z&k”‘, u* = ,-(j”) 1 3 
u*(x, t) = g;(x, t) - &(l + 8Lt) - Ey /x-.X*/’ - &Y(ln - r), (3) 
the parameter y to be chosen below. 
We shall invoke a comparison principle for U* and u.+ on R, using the 
operator 
Mv=a,v-E,c-f,(_U;,v). 
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We calculate 
Mu~=~,~~-~EL+~E-E,~~+F~E,]x-x~/~-~,(~~,u~) 
~f,(~i,zlr~)-f,(_U;,u,)-~l8L-~-~E~Ix-~,l~l 
<-&[8L -y- yE, ]x-x,]~ -L(l + 8Ls, + 2yp2)], 
this latter being a consequence of the Lipschitz continuity of J Since 
8Lr, < 1, we have that this expression < -&[6L - y/z], where 
Choose y (depending only on L and E,) so small that l~hj < L. Then 
Mu, <-5&L. 
Let o(s) be a common modulus of continuity of 21, U; and the associated 
regular sub- and super-solutions. Thus, for example, 
o(s) --f 0 as s + 0. Now 
where 
‘1 =fi(“j, uj) -f,(_U,, ui>, 
I,= If,(i7,, UJ-f,(UijJ,Ulj~‘)l <Lw(2p), 
1, = I.fl(_u,~ U,) -f,(_v;, u*)l < 2L4P). 
Since F, is monotone increasing in its first argument in the set T,, and since 
I!?, > _U, - E( 1 + 8Lt) - un, we have that 
1, >f,(U, -d ... >, Ul> -f,(-u,, U,) 2 -L[s(l + 8Ls,) + on] > -L(2& + a,). 
In all, we have 
Mu” > -L(30(2p) + 2~ + o,J. 
At this point, we require that p be so small that 3w(2p) < E, and n be so 
large that un < E. Thus 
MU* > -4LE > -5LE > h’fld,. 
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On the lateral boundary of R, i.e., on (Ix - x, 1 = p, t E [t, -p*, t,]), we 
have 
u* - U* = ,-(lj,) - U* 
> zil - (g, - ~(1 + 8Lt)) + my@* + (t, - t)) 
> ?I, t Eyp* 
> -un + &yp* > 0 
for large enough n. 
On the bottom of R, where /x - x, / < p and t = t,, - p*, we have, by the 
same argument, 
u*- u* > -a,tcyp* > 0. 
Hence by the maximum principle, if E, #>, U* - U* > 0 everywhere in R. 
This contradicts the fact (from (1)) that the difference is zero at x = x,, 
t = t,. On the other hand if E, is 0, then the maximum principle used is one 
for an ordinary differential equation; the same contradiction arises. 
We shall now show that a contradiction also arises in the other case to be 
considered, namely when R intersects the boundary of Q. Let x be this inter- 
section. We designate the components of the space variable x by 
(x’, x2,..., x”). Suppose x is given by x’ = h(x’,...). Let 4” = x’ - h( . . . ) and 
y: = its val ue at x=x,. Let 4(x) = (J~I -JJ,!,)* t C” (x’ -XI)‘. Thus 
;‘,$qx) > 0 on x. (4) 
In the definition (3) of uy;, replace the function Ix - x,/’ by 4(x), and 
proceed as before. The verification that Mu* > Mu, proceeds as before, as 
does that of the inequality U* - U* > 0 on the lateral and bottom boundaries 
of R. But in the present case, we must also check that B, U* > B, U* on 1. 
NOW on x, B, u* > 0 by the definition of u* and of super-solutions. Also. 
B, u:% = B, g’fn) + F(-qii,.d(x) - /?( 1 + 8Lt) - ,!?y@(x) - >$(t,, - 1)). 
The terms here involving y are all nonpositive, and the first term is also, by 
virtue of the definition of subsolutions. Therefore 
B, u* < F(-a#,.d(x) - P(1 t 8Lt)). 
The derivative term on the right is strictly negative by (4). Since a and j3 do 
not both vanish together, we conclude that B, u* < 0 < B, II* on x. By an 
easy generalization of Theorem 2.17 of [ 11, we obtain that U* < U* in R. 
This provides the needed contradiction. 
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This contradiction establishes that c > 0 in JY(O, r,). This is true for all E: 
letting c--f 0, we find that u < U for 0 < t < z,. We can then repeat the 
argument if necessary to advance the domain of validity of the inequality 
another time step of length z,, and so on to all of Q. 
Correction to the Proof of Theorem 5 (p. 18 1) 
In place of the given definition of uj, let 
u.(x) = &(a* - -I . r2)) . O<r<a. 
2$(x) = 0. r>a 
for all i, where r2 = 1x1’ and y > 2, a > 0 are to be chosen later. 
Setting I(r) = (a’ - r’)9 we have 
A@(r) = d”(r) + (m - l)rmi@‘(r) 
= (a2 - r’)’ [4y(;, - 1)~’ - 2ym(a2 - r2)p1j, 
where y = r/(a’ - r*). From (12), we obtain 
-D,Ag - ~3, g -fi(g) < --~(a’ - r’)?B, 
where 
B = 4D,y(y - I)y2 - 2~7~~ + K; - 2ymD,(a’ - r2)-‘. 
The polynomial in y represented by the first three terms in the expression for 
B has a minimum value of ~~ - (yc2/(y - 1) 40,). If we define 
6 = 4 Min(D,K,) - c’ > 0, 
then this minimum equals or exceeds (78 - 4~,D,)/4D,(y - l), and we have 
B>(4(y- l)D,)-‘($-4~~D~-8y(y- l)mDj(a’-r’)-‘). 
In particular, for r2 < a2/2, we have 
B > (4(y - l)Di)-‘(~6 - ~K~D[ - 16y(y - 1) mDfae2). (5) 
On the other hand for r2 > a2/2, we have r’/(a’ ~ r’) > 1, and so directly 
from the definition of B we obtain 
(a* - r2)B = 40, ‘(‘- lb-’ 
a2 -r2 
- 2cyr + rc,(a” - r’) - 2ymDi 
> 2y[2D,(y - 1) - ca - mD,]. (6) 
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We shall show that y and a may be chosen in such a way that the right sides 
of (5) and (6) are nonnegative. It will then follow that u is a subsolution. We 
choose a = D,y/c; then the mentioned right sides will be nonnegative. 
provided that 
y&d~,D,- 16y“(y- l)mc’>o 
and 
2Di(y- I)-DipmD,>O. 
Clearly both are satisfied for y sufficiently large. 
Thus u is indeed a subsolution. The rest of the proof is as before. 
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